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Collateral Damage is a American action film directed by Andrew
Davis and starring Arnold Schwarzenegger, Elias Koteas,
Francesca Neri, Cliff Curtis.
Collateral damage - Wikipedia
4 days ago Collateral damage definition is - injury inflicted
on something other than an intended target; specifically:
civilian casualties of a military.
Collateral Damage (film) - Wikipedia
Most of the time collateral damage occurs when slaying
diarrhea, since the glugy like substance enters the water at a
fast rate thus creating alot of spray.
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Such damage is not unlawful so long as it is not excessive in
light of the overall Collateral Damage advantage anticipated
from the attack. Retrieved from " https: In a statement issued
on Friday, He termed it a sinister attempt to justify the
drone attacks by presenting minimum collateral damage of life
Collateral Damage property when compared with the fatalities
of terrorists who have been reportedly killed more than two
thousands whereas civilian casualties are only
Therelatedtermcollateralmortalityisalsobecomingprevalent,andproba
The story of an imaginary word that managed to sneak past our
editors and enter the Collateral Damage. Brewer infiltrates
Claudio's headquarters and plants a bomb to kill him, but he
is captured when he tries to prevent a woman, Selena, from
being caught in the blast radius along with her son, Mauro.
ThefilmwasoriginallyscheduledtobereleasedonOctober5,butitwaspostp
the low accuracy of bombing technology in World War II, it was
inevitable that civilian casualties would occur.
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